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Key pointsThis study used the within‐sample relative expression orderings (REOs) to develop a signature to aid early HCC diagnosis using biopsy specimens.The signature consisting of 19 gene pairs can distinguish both HCC tissues and tumour‐adjacent tissues from cirrhosis tissues of non‐HCC patients even using inaccurately sampled biopsy specimens.For biopsy specimens, 95.7% of 141 HCC tissues and all of 108 cirrhosis tissues of non‐HCC patients were correctly classified.For surgical resection specimens, 99.7% of 733 HCC specimens were correctly classified, while 17.0% of 47 cirrhosis from non‐HCC patients waiting for liver transplantation were classified to HCC.

1. INTRODUCTION {#liv13864-sec-0006}
===============

Liver cancer is the second most common cause of death from cancer and over 90% of cases are hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC). The diagnosis of HCC at an early stage is very important to improve disease prognosis.[1](#liv13864-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [2](#liv13864-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [3](#liv13864-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} Unfortunately, only about 30% of HCC in developed countries are diagnosed at an early stage and the figure is lower in developing countries.[4](#liv13864-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} At present, the diagnosis of HCC mainly depends on imaging techniques and serum biomarkers.[5](#liv13864-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} The sensitivities of imaging techniques, including ultrasonography, computed tomography and magnetic resonance imaging, vary greatly depending on the lesion size and operator experience. For histologically well‐differentiated tumours with diameter smaller than 2 cm, usually referring to as early HCC, their sensitivities are all below 50% even for experienced pathologists.[5](#liv13864-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [6](#liv13864-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} The diagnostic sensitivity of serum markers, α‐foetoprotein, is around 60% for early HCC patients.[7](#liv13864-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}

Thus, tissue biopsy becomes a necessary method for the early diagnosis of HCC. However, because the biopsy location may be inaccurate,[8](#liv13864-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"} the false‐negative rate of diagnosis based on biopsy specimens, with inaccurately sampled adjacent non‐tumour tissues (cirrhosis or normal) of HCC, is about 30% and it increases to 50% in small biopsy specimens.[9](#liv13864-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#liv13864-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} Therefore, it is necessary to develop signatures to distinguish HCC from tissues of cirrhosis patients based on a minimum biopsy specimen even when the biopsy location is inaccurate, which would be possible because the adjacent non‐tumour liver tissues of HCC patients might have some molecular characteristics of HCC.[11](#liv13864-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#liv13864-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#liv13864-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} However, previously reported diagnostic signatures, such like the 2 transcriptional signatures reported by Chuma et al[14](#liv13864-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} and Jia et al,[15](#liv13864-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} all took tumour‐adjacent non‐tumour liver tissues as the normal samples to obtain the signature genes. Thus, these signatures cannot classify inaccurately sampled HCC adjacent non‐tumour tissues (cirrhosis or normal) to HCC. Another major limitation of the previously reported diagnostic signatures is that their applications are based on risk scores summarized from signature genes\' quantitative expression measurements,[16](#liv13864-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#liv13864-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} which lack robustness for clinical applications because of large measurement batch effects[18](#liv13864-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} and quality uncertainties of clinical samples.[19](#liv13864-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#liv13864-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#liv13864-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}

Fortunately, the within‐sample relative expression orderings (REOs) of genes, which are the qualitative transcriptional characteristics of samples, are robust against to experimental batch effects and disease signatures based on REOs can be directly applied to samples at the individualized level.[22](#liv13864-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#liv13864-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#liv13864-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [25](#liv13864-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [26](#liv13864-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} Besides, we have reported that the within‐sample REOs of genes are highly robust against to varied proportions of the tumour epithelial cell in tumour tissues sampled from different tumour locations of the same patient,[20](#liv13864-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} partial RNA degradation during specimen storage and preparation[19](#liv13864-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} and amplification bias for minimum specimens,[21](#liv13864-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} which are common factors that can lead to failure of a quantitative transcriptional signature in clinical applications. Therefore, it is worthy to exploit the within‐sample REOs to identify a robust qualitative signature for early diagnosis of HCC using minimum biopsy specimens.

In this study, we identified a qualitative signature based on the REOs of 19 gene pairs for early diagnosis of HCC. Then, we validated that the signature can accurately discriminate HCC tissues, including HCC adjacent non‐tumour (cirrhosis or normal) liver tissues, from cirrhosis tissue of non‐HCC patients in both surgical resection and biopsy samples. The results together suggested that the signature could aid early diagnosis of HCC even when the sampling location of biopsy specimen is inaccurate. Besides, through the analysis for patients with advanced cirrhosis of the liver terminal waiting for liver transplantation, we provided primary evidence that the signature might be able to identify cirrhosis patients at high risk of HCC.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS {#liv13864-sec-0007}
========================

2.1. Data sources and data preprocessing {#liv13864-sec-0008}
----------------------------------------

Multiple gene expression profiles were collected from Gene Expression Omnibus repository (GEO), as described in Table [1](#liv13864-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}. Especially, 81 HCC samples in the data set GSE54236 were collected from biopsy specimens with 500 ng total RNA for each sample measured by the Agilent platform, and 60 HCC samples in the data set GSE64041 were also collected from biopsy specimens with 250 ng total RNA for each sample measured by the Affymetrix platform. The 216 cirrhosis samples of non‐HCC patients in the data set GSE15654 were obtained from small biopsies followed by formalin fixation (typically 10 × 1 mm pieces of tissue).[33](#liv13864-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} Notably, HCC samples denote cancerous tissue samples from HCC patients. Non‐HCC cirrhosis samples denote the cirrhosis tissue samples from cirrhosis patients without HCC. HCC adjacent non‐tumour samples denote the tumour‐adjacent cirrhosis or normal tissue samples from HCC patients.

###### 

Description of data sets used in this study

  Data set                                                                                             Platform      HCC   CoHCC   CHCC   Adjacent normal   Reference
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------- ----- ------- ------ ----------------- ------------------------------------------
  Data sets used for identification of the qualitative signature                                                                                            
  GSE14323                                                                                             GPL571        38    41      ---    ---               [27](#liv13864-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}
  GSE15654‐T[a](#liv13864-note-0005){ref-type="fn"}                                                    GPL8432       ---   108     ---    ---               [28](#liv13864-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}
  GSE14520                                                                                             GPL570        225   ---     ---    ---               [29](#liv13864-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}
  GSE63898                                                                                             GPL13667      228   ---     ---    ---               [30](#liv13864-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}
  Total                                                                                                              491   149                              
  Data sets from biopsy used for evaluating the performance of the qualitative signature                                                                    
  GSE15654‐V[a](#liv13864-note-0005){ref-type="fn"}                                                    GPL8432       ---   108     ---    ---               [28](#liv13864-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}
  GSE54236[a](#liv13864-note-0005){ref-type="fn"}                                                      GPL6480       81    ---     80     ---               [31](#liv13864-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}
  GSE64041[a](#liv13864-note-0005){ref-type="fn"}                                                      GPL6244       60    ---     ---    60                [32](#liv13864-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}
  Total                                                                                                              141   108     80     60                
  Data sets from surgical resection used for evaluating the performance of the qualitative signature                                                        
  GSE17967                                                                                             GPL571        ---   47      16     ---               [17](#liv13864-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}
  GSE6764                                                                                              GPL570        35    ---     10     ---               [16](#liv13864-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}
  GSE17548                                                                                             GPL570        17    ---     20     ---               [33](#liv13864-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}
  GSE41804                                                                                             GPL570        20    ---     ---    20                [34](#liv13864-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}
  GSE62232                                                                                             GPL570        81                   10                [35](#liv13864-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}
  GSE25097                                                                                             GPL10687      268   ---     40     243               [36](#liv13864-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}
  GSE36376                                                                                             GPL10558      240   ---     ---    193               [37](#liv13864-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}
  GSE39791                                                                                             GPL10558      72    ---     ---    72                [38](#liv13864-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}
  GSE63898                                                                                             GPL13667      ---   ---     168    ---               [30](#liv13864-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}
  Total                                                                                                              733   47      254    538               
  RNA‐Seq data for evaluating the performance of the qualitative signature                                                                                  
  TCGA                                                                                                 HTSeq‐ FPKM   355                  42                [39](#liv13864-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}

CoHCC and CHCC denote cirrhosis tissues of non‐HCC patients and adjacent cirrhosis tissues of HCC patients respectively.

Samples collected by biopsy.

John Wiley & Sons, Ltd

The Robust Multi‐array Average algorithm[40](#liv13864-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"} was used to process the data measured by the Affymetrix platform for background adjustment without inter‐sample normalization. If several probesets were mapped to a gene, the expression value for the gene was defined as the arithmetic mean of the values of the multiple probesets (on the log2 scale). As to the data sets measured by the Illumina and Agilent platforms, we directly used the processed expression data. For the RNA‐Seq data, the FPKM (Fragments Per Kilobase of transcript per Million fragments mapped)[41](#liv13864-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"} values were directly download from TCGA. Then, the Ensembl gene IDs corresponding to the unique Entrez gene IDs of protein coding genes were used for further analysis.

2.2. Identification of the qualitative REO‐based diagnostic signature {#liv13864-sec-0009}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

For a gene pair, gene a and b with expression levels of G~a~ and G~b~, respectively, if the REO pattern (G~a~\>G~b~ or G~a~\<G~b~) is kept in more than 85% of HCC samples in the training data, and reversed in more than 85% cirrhosis samples of non‐HCC patients, then this gene pair is defined as reversal gene pair between the 2 types of samples. The rank difference for each reversal gene pair in each HCC or cirrhosis sample of non‐HCC is calculated as follow: $$R_{\mathit{ij}} = {|R_{i} - R_{j}|},$$ *R* ~*i*~ and *R* ~*j*~ represent the ranks of gene *i* and *j* in a sample, respectively, and *R* ~*ij*~ is the absolute rank difference between the 2 genes. Let mean \[*R* ~*ij*~(cirr)\] and mean \[*R* ~*ij*~(hcc)\] represent the means of absolute rank differences of the reversal gene pair (*i*,*j*) in all cirrhosis samples of non‐HCC and all HCC samples respectively. Then, the geometric mean of the mean \[*R* ~*ij*~(cirr)\]and the mean \[*R* ~*ij*~(hcc)\] were calculated to evaluate the reversal degree of the gene pair between HCC and cirrhosis of non‐HCC: $$\text{avg}R_{\mathit{ij}} = \sqrt{\text{mean}{\lbrack R_{\mathit{ij}}{(\text{cirr})}\rbrack} \times \text{mean}{\lbrack R_{\mathit{ij}}{(\text{hcc})}\rbrack}}.$$

The larger this geometric mean, the larger the reversal degree of the REO of the gene pair is between the 2 types of samples. All reversal gene pairs were sorted in a descending order according to their reversal degrees. The gene pair with the largest reversal degree was selected as the seed, and then a forward selection procedure was used to search an odd number of optimal subset of the reversal gene pairs to achieve the highest classification accuracy based on the majority voting rule. For a given sample, when more than a half gene pairs in the signature show the REOs for HCC, the sample is classified to HCC; otherwise, it is classified to cirrhosis of non‐HCC.

2.3. Performance evaluation {#liv13864-sec-0010}
---------------------------

Hepatocellular carcinoma samples and cirrhosis samples of non‐HCC from different data sets were directly pooled together. The sensitivity, specificity and accuracy were used to evaluate the performance of the signature. Here, the sensitivity was defined as the proportion of correctly identified HCC samples in all HCC samples and the specificity was defined as the proportion of correctly identified cirrhosis samples of non‐HCC in all non‐HCC samples. The accuracy was defined as the proportion of correctly identified samples of all HCC and non‐HCC samples.

The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves were calculated as following[42](#liv13864-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}: (i) Among the 19 pairs of the signature, the number of gene pairs characterizing the REO patterns of the HCC was counted for each sample; (ii) Each sample was classified to be HCC if the above count was greater or equal to the voting threshold for HCC, ranging from 1 to 19; (iii) At each threshold, the true positive rates (sensitivity) and the false positive rates (1‐specificity) were calculated. The sensitivity was the proportion of actual HCC which were correctly classified as HCC, and the specificity was the proportion of actual non‐HCC which are correctly classified as non‐HCC; (iv) The area under curve (AUC) was calculated with the nonparametric Hanley‐McNeil algorithm[43](#liv13864-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"} and 95% confidence intervals for AUC was determined using an approximate normal distribution.

2.4. Statistical analysis {#liv13864-sec-0011}
-------------------------

All statistical analyses were performed using the R 3.1.1 language (<http://www.r-project.org/>).

3. RESULTS {#liv13864-sec-0012}
==========

3.1. Identification of the qualitative diagnostic signature {#liv13864-sec-0013}
-----------------------------------------------------------

The flow chart of this study is described in Figure [1](#liv13864-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}. Firstly, we identified a total of 35,987,367 gene pairs with the same REOs in more than 85% of the 491 HCC samples collected from 3 data sets of GSE14323, GSE14520 and GSE63898. Similarly, we identified 24,741,470 gene pairs with the same REOs in more than 85% of the 149 cirrhosis samples of non‐HCC collected from 2 data sets of GSE14323 and GSE15654. Here, because of the limited cirrhosis samples of non‐HCC patients, 216 cirrhosis samples in GSE15654 were divided into 2 parts according to the GSM series numbers of samples: the first 108 cirrhosis samples, denoted as the GSE15654‐T subset, were used to develop the qualitative diagnostic signature and the remained 108 cirrhosis samples, denoted as the GSE15654‐V subset, were used to validate the signature.

![Workflow for identification and evaluation of the qualitative diagnostic signature. The workflow has 2 major analysis steps: A, identification and B, evaluation of the qualitative diagnostic signature in both biopsy and surgical resection samples. CoHCC and CHCC denote cirrhosis of non‐HCC patients and adjacent cirrhosis of HCC patients respectively. Pink circle represents gene pairs with highly stable REOs in HCC samples and blue circle represents gene pairs with highly stable REOs in cirrhosis of non‐HCC samples. Red denotes the 72 gene pairs with reversal REOs between these 2 types of samples and 19 gene pairs with the highest prediction accuracy in the training data were selected as the qualitative signature](LIV-38-1812-g001){#liv13864-fig-0001}

A total 72 gene pairs showed reversal REOs between HCC tissues and cirrhosis tissues of non‐HCC. Then, the 72 gene pairs were sorted in a descending order according to their reversal degrees (see [Materials and Methods](#liv13864-sec-0007){ref-type="sec"}) between HCC and cirrhosis of non‐HCC in the training data. According to the process described in the [Materials and Methods](#liv13864-sec-0007){ref-type="sec"}, 19 gene pairs were selected from the 72 gene pairs as the diagnostic signature, denoted as the 19‐gene‐pair (shown in Figure [2](#liv13864-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"} and Table [2](#liv13864-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}). With this signature, based on the majority voting rule, 99.8% HCC samples and 99.3% cirrhosis samples of non‐HCC patients in the training data sets were correctly classified. The detailed classification performance of the signature in each of the training data set was shown in Table [S1](#liv13864-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

![The accuracy of top‐ranked gene pairs from the 72 gene pairs in the training data. The 72 reversal gene pairs were sorted in a descending order according to their reversal degrees between HCC tissues and cirrhosis tissues of non‐HCC in the training data. The 19 gene pairs from 72 reversal gene pairs achieved the highest classification accuracy based on the majority voting rule and were selected as the qualitative signature](LIV-38-1812-g002){#liv13864-fig-0002}

###### 

The 19‐gene‐pair signature for early diagnosis of HCC

  Signature   Gene A       Gene B
  ----------- ------------ --------
  pair1       VAT1         CHST4
  pair2       HMGN1        PHF11
  pair3       GLUD2        PROM1
  pair4       TMEM38B      AGO3
  pair5       RRAGD        AGO3
  pair6       KHDRBS3      AGO3
  pair7       PCOLCE2      PTBP3
  pair8       HNF1A        MAPRE3
  pair9       NKRF         RHBDF1
  pair10      LSM5         AGO3
  pair11      ACTR5        CTF1
  pair12      CHAF1A       CTF1
  pair13      CDCA4        PROM1
  pair14      MOSPD2       AGO3
  pair15      SMC4         AGO3
  pair16      LIN7C        PRF1
  pair17      TSNAX        MCL1
  pair18      TBCE         AGO3
  pair19      GADD45GIP1   AGO3

Gene A has a higher expression level than Gene B in HCC patients compared with cirrhosis tissues of non‐HCC patients.

John Wiley & Sons, Ltd

3.2. Validation of the diagnostic signature in independent data sets {#liv13864-sec-0014}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

Then the 19‐gene‐pair was validated in multiple data sets of biopsy and surgical resection samples respectively.

For biopsy samples in the data set GSE64041 with 250 ng RNA for each sample, 100.0% of the 60 HCC samples were correctly classified to HCC by the 19‐gene‐pair. In the data set GSE54236 with 500 ng RNA for each sample, 92.6% of the 81 HCC samples were classified to HCC. In other word, 95.7% of 141 HCC tissues were correctly classified. The accuracy was 97.6% and the AUC was 0.9999 (95% CI = 0.9705‐1; shown in Figure [3](#liv13864-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}A). Meanwhile, 100.0% of the 108 cirrhosis biopsy samples of non‐HCC patients in the GSE15654‐V subset were correctly classified. These results validated that the signature could discriminate HCC from cirrhosis samples of non‐HCC. Moreover, 100.0% of the 60 HCC adjacent normal biopsy tissues in the data set GSE64041 and 77.5% of the 80 HCC adjacent cirrhosis biopsy tissues in the data set GSE54236 were classified to HCC. The results validated that, even using the inaccurately sampled biopsy specimens, the 19‐gene‐pair could classify most of tumour‐adjacent tissues of HCC patients to HCC. For surgical resection samples, as shown in Table [3](#liv13864-tbl-0003){ref-type="table"}, 99.7% of the 733 HCC samples integrated from 7 data sets were correctly classified. Moreover, 96.1% of the 254 HCC adjacent cirrhosis samples and 95.9% of the 538 HCC adjacent normal samples were classified to HCC (Table [S2](#liv13864-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The accuracy was 98.8% and the AUC was 0.9452 (95% CI = 0.8803‐1; shown in Figure [3](#liv13864-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}B). The results suggested that the 19‐gene‐pair could identify most of adjacent non‐tumour liver tissues from HCC patients to HCC. On the contrary, 83.0% of the 47 patients with advanced cirrhosis of the liver terminal waiting for liver transplantation[17](#liv13864-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} from the data set GSE17967 were classified to non‐HCC, whereas 17.0% of these samples were classified as HCC. The result indicated that the signature might be able to identify cirrhosis patients at high risk of HCC because it is very possible that a certain percentage of the patients with long‐lasting cirrhosis could have already gained some characteristics of HCC.

![The receiver characteristic operating curves. Biopsy specimens with 141 HCC tissues and 108 cirrhosis tissues of non‐HCC patients (A) and surgical resection specimens with 733 HCC tissues and 47 cirrhosis tissues of non‐HCC patients (B)](LIV-38-1812-g003){#liv13864-fig-0003}

###### 

The performance of the signature in the validation data sets from surgical resection

  Data set   Number (Sensitivity) of HCC samples   Number (Specificity) of cirrhosis samples of non‐HCC
  ---------- ------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------
  GSE6764    35 (100.0%)                           ---
  GSE17548   17 (100.0%)                           ---
  GSE41804   20 (100.0%)                           ---
  GSE62232   81 (100.0%)                           ---
  GSE25097   268 (100.0%)                          ---
  GSE36376   240 (99.2%)                           ---
  GSE39791   72 (100.0%)                           ---
  GSE17967   ---                                   47 (83.0%)
  Total      733 (99.7%)                           47 (83.0%)

John Wiley & Sons, Ltd

Notably, the 19 gene‐pair signature could also be validated using the RNA‐Seq data set of HCC from TCGA: all the 355 HCC samples and 42 HCC adjacent non‐tumour tissues were correctly classified to HCC. However, because we could find RNA‐Seq data of cirrhosis tissue samples from non‐HCC patients in neither TCGA nor GEO, we were unable to test the signature on cirrhosis samples. Notably, among the 355 HCC samples from TCGA, 104 samples had the history of alcohol consumption, 101 samples had the history of hepatitis B infection, 49 samples had the history of Hepatitis C infection; 335 samples have the stage information, 165 patients with stage I, 80 patients with stage II, 85 patients with stage III and 5 patients with stage IV. Regardless of the HCC aetiology and clinic stage, all of 355 HCC samples were correctly classified to HCC. The HCC aetiology or clinic stage status does not affect the validation results using the GEO data set either, as shown in the Data [S1](#liv13864-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The results demonstrated that the signature was robust to clinicopathological variations.

4. DISCUSSION {#liv13864-sec-0015}
=============

Liver biopsy plays an essential role in confirming a suspected liver lesion which do not show typical features of HCC by imaging or serum examination. In this study, we identified a robust qualitative signature, 19‐gene‐pair consisted of 29 genes, for early diagnosis of HCC, which can distinguish HCC and most of tumour‐adjacent tissues from cirrhosis tissues of non‐HCC patients. It means that, even using the inaccurately sampled biopsy specimens, this signature can still aid early diagnosis of HCC. A few genes in this signature, including HNF1A, SMC4, PROM1, HMGN1, CHST4, PHF11, AGO3 and MCL1, are well known HCC‐related genes which might play a key role in the development from cirrhosis to HCC. For example, HNF1A is a liver‐enriched transcription factor that is essential for maintaining liver function, which might play a suppressor\'s role during hepatocarcinogenesis.[44](#liv13864-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"} Another gene, SMC4, associated with vascular invasion,[45](#liv13864-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"} was previously suggested to be useful for the early detection of HCC,[46](#liv13864-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"} Additionally, PROM1, was a marker closely correlated with hepatocarcinogenesis.[47](#liv13864-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"} In addition, HMGN1,[44](#liv13864-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"} CHAF1A,[48](#liv13864-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"} CHST4,[49](#liv13864-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"} AGO3[50](#liv13864-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"} and MCL1[51](#liv13864-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"} have also been reported to be closely correlated with HCC. The above results indicated that the genes of the signature might play important roles in the hepatocarcinogenesis and these functions need to be further studied in the further work.

Notably, the biopsy samples analysed in this study had relatively large amount of tissues to yield about 250‐500 ng total RNA.[31](#liv13864-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#liv13864-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"} However, under many practical situations with a needle for biopsy, it is difficult to obtain biopsy specimens to yield sufficient quantity of RNA molecules for gene expression profiling or other molecular measurements.[9](#liv13864-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [52](#liv13864-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"} Fortunately, as demonstrated in our recent study,[21](#liv13864-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} the REO‐based signatures obtained from samples with sufficient total RNA can be robustly applied to samples with minimum specimens with as low as 150‐250 pg total RNA for about 15‐25 cancer cells. Therefore, it is highly possible that the 19‐gene‐pair could be applicable to biopsy samples with minimum sampling amounts.

In summary, with large collections of both biopsy and surgical resection samples, we identified and validated a robust qualitative signature consisting of 19 gene pairs for aiding early diagnosis of HCC. The clinical value of the 19‐gene‐pair for early diagnosis of HCC is worthy to be further verified.
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